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HIGHLIGHTS

- Method to co-create knowledge based evaluation questionnaires
- Compared games against face to face learning for 116 police learners in 3 forces
- Games significantly increased understanding over face to face learning
- Pinpointed type of tacit knowledge games increased and face to face decreased
- Co-created evaluation more valid and relevant for practice application
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Abstract

HCI often produces improved systems through co-creation with practitioners. However, evaluation methods are primarily researcher-led (i.e. not co-created with practitioners). As part of a games-based learning evaluation, we detail a novel co-creation method that produces evaluations on how technology influences learning. Based upon educational threshold concept theories, the Tricky Topic method supported the co-creation of knowledge-based evaluation questionnaires with trainers. The evaluation involved 116 new recruit police officers from three UK police forces who participated in a randomized-control trial. The Tricky Topic method provided insights of how the game significantly increased understanding $p<.001$ (moderate effect size) in comparison with face-to-face training. Tricky topic breakdowns identify increased tacit understanding (e.g. empathy, attention) after games training, and decreased tacit understanding (e.g. respect) after face-to-face training. Finally, further research opportunities are discussed concerning co-created evaluation for valid and relevant deconstruction of participants’ understanding that allow designers to pinpoint systems-specific learning benefits.
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1. Introduction

The domain of HCI has developed nuanced approaches to design and development that aims to include users in the design of technologies and systems. Participatory design (Muller and Kuhn, 1993; Muller, 2003) and co-design (Sanders and Stappers, 2014) approaches have been a cornerstone of HCI’s relevance to practice. However, evaluation approaches have not fundamentally changed or moved in line with these approaches. They primarily remain devised and controlled by researchers. Pragmatically, this has been an essential approach for HCI to take as researchers have expertise in evaluation. Some researchers have attempted to address issues of validity within researcher-led evaluation approaches by adopting mixed method approaches to data collection, such as using qualitative and ethnographic data collection methods. However, even when utilizing mixed methods, these evaluations are often created by the researchers who designed the systems being evaluated, creating an inherent subjectivity. We argue that the power of user-centred design and co-created systems also provides HCI with a unique opportunity to advance evaluation approaches. Within practice-based learning systems, this would be particularly valuable since a valid assessment of learning progression is often held within the practice context by trainers and teachers. Nevertheless, within this context, co-created evaluation has been under explored. We argue that educational research into co-created Tricky Topic evaluations (Adams & Clough, 2015), based upon pedagogical threshold concept theories (Meyer and Land, 2006), provides a unique opportunity to test the applicability of this approach to evaluating learning technologies such as serious games.

Serious games, i.e. those that are used for non-entertainment and predominantly educational purposes, have increased in popularity over recent years and have
been advocated as promising technologies for the support of training within sectors such as the military, education, the emergency services, education and healthcare (Susil, et al., 2007., Williams-bell, et al. 2015). An evaluation of a serious game does not only require a consideration of the player experience but also the extent to which the game ‘works’ i.e. in the case of an educational game, is it able to effectively support learning? While there have been attempts to make the design of serious games more participatory through including stakeholders in the process (e.g. Lukosch, et al. 2012., Khaled, and Vasalou, 2014., Alenljung and Söderholm, 2015) there are very few co-created evaluations that validate if learning has occurred. A potential barrier to doing so may relate to the complexity of examining learning progression, particularly in practice-based learning contexts (such as police training) that involve both tacit and procedural knowledge. However, whilst research-led learning progression is difficult to define and measure, co-creation provides a valuable opportunity to gain valid contextual measures of learning. It is therefore important that this contextual approach to evaluation is utilized to benefit the quality of learning evaluations. Without a comprehensive understanding of how games can support practice-based learning in comparison to other forms of training, there is a significant risk that serious games cannot be claimed to be successful in achieving their aims.

In this paper, we describe a co-created approach that we developed to evaluate the effectiveness of a serious game compared to the current traditional face-to-face learning, within the context of training new police officers. Although not the initial goal of the research, we identified the value of adopting a co-created approach for learning evaluations. The Tricky Topic ‘co-created’ evaluation method that we employed is the focus of this paper, with the police training context (where games are compared to face-to-face training) serving as an example of its usefulness in practice.

The serious game that was developed focuses specifically on the learning points and barriers to learning as part of training in taking initial witness accounts from children. Through presenting the results of the evaluation study, we aim to provide an in-depth exploration of game-based learning for police training and to examine the role of co-created evaluations. We use a ‘Tricky Topic process’ (detailed below) as a co-created evaluation method to identify barriers to learning, which were then used to test for knowledge acquired from the game.

2. Relevant work

Within this section, we first provide a review of the background to co-created evaluation approaches in HCI for learning, and the learning sciences through to serious games. Next, we present the educational theory underpinning Tricky Topics and its pedagogical relevance for evaluating deeper understanding. Finally, we present the relevance of serious games as a test bed for this co-creation evaluation approach.

2.1 Co-created evaluations for game-based learning

Within HCI and related disciplines like Technology Enhanced Learning there has been a movement towards participatory design (Muller and Kuhn, 1993., Muller, 2003). From research by Carroll (1996) to work by Muller (2003), and Halskov & Hansen (2015) there has been a development of methods, techniques and practices that support a collaboration between the practitioner/ stakeholders and the developer/researcher. In particular, a focus has been placed on the connection spaces between those participating in what has been termed the ‘third space’ (Muller, 2003). Through facilitating this ‘third space’, which is neither owned nor directed by only the researcher or the practitioner stakeholder, the goals of both parties could be supported. By working together, a broader understanding of what counts as ‘evidence’ can be developed and applied to the evaluation process. In particular, practitioners have an understanding of context whilst researchers have an understanding of rigorous evaluations of learning. Within the learning sciences there has been a history of using participatory research approaches to increase the relevance and accuracy of evaluations (Chappell, 2000; Seale, 2010). These approaches go beyond co-creating evaluation tools into co-creating research questions and co-evaluating results. Stoeker (1999) argued almost 2 decades ago that the changing role of academics in participatory research, with participants becoming active researchers and evaluators, produces the question ‘are academics irrelevant?’ Within this paper we are not taking this stance. However, we would argue that HCI, especially with regard to learning technologies, should not be behind the learning curve in debating and applying these novel approaches to learning technology evaluations.

To identify the level of co-created evaluations (defined by Seale, 2010) in HCI game-based learning an initial, yet not exhaustive, review was completed. Each paper’s evaluation methods were analysed and compared with regard to: 1) evaluation focus, 2) epistemological design, 3) methodological drivers and 4) the level of researcher and participant input (as outlined by Seale, 2010). Co-creation was defined and operationalised at the most basic level of simply engaging with participants or stakeholders to create or review the evaluation approach before it was applied. An initial review was completed with 45 games-related papers. The papers where drawn from an initial search of all Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction games articles from 2000–2016. This
resulted in 21 papers that were evaluated against the criterion for co-creation (engaging with participant or stakeholders to create or review the evaluation). The analysis was further developed with a random sample of 24 CHI gaming and gaming related papers from 2007–2016. From reviewing a total of 45 papers, only one paper (Costabile et al. 2008) was identified that used a co-created evaluation approach. The paper used multiple methods including an approach co-created with teachers to develop one of the learning measures used. Two other papers were identified that used a simplistic approach to engaging participants specifically for two different types of co-created research method roles; training participants to implement the systems because of their expertise (Giusti et al., 2011) or using participants as evaluators as part of a crowdsourcing process (Dontcheva et al., 2014). However, the evaluation tools employed in these, including surveys and interviews, still appeared to have been developed solely by the researchers.

In the example that did explicitly refer to an evaluation approach that was developed with teachers, Costabile et al. (2008) reported on “Explore!” a mobile game employed in an archaeological park. Teachers co-created one part of the evaluation process in a knowledge test for the game-based learning system. Whilst a clearly invaluable approach, this project only worked with teachers on the evaluation without documenting further educational expert input or theoretical educational underpinning to the evaluation methods. Also, the lack of a pre-test meant that student’s initial knowledge was not taken into consideration. However, these limitations are understandable considering the lack of rigorous methods that support effective co-creation of learning evaluations.

The review exercise identified that although the predominant evaluation approach was experimental, there were variations depending on the research questions so the papers included ethnographic and field studies. The papers covered a range of data collection methods from biometric to observational, log and test analysis and questionnaires. The papers also took very varied and creative approaches to the design process and often many of these were participatory. However, within the evaluation design all the presented approaches, apart from one, used evaluation tools that were designed or selected by the researchers. The level of participatory engagement in developing the evaluation methods was therefore extremely limited. This highlights the need for increasing co-created methods to advance evaluation approaches, in the same way that participatory methods have advanced system design approaches.

2.2 Tricky Topics

One possible way to facilitate the co-creation of evaluations concerned with learning could be to use a process based on the concept of ‘Tricky Topics’ (Adams et al. 2018). Tricky Topics are a practice-based application of the theory ‘Threshold Concepts’ (TCs). The pedagogical theory for TCs (Meyer and Land, 1993., Meyer and Land, 2006) has become a focal point for understanding conceptual barriers learners may encounter when gaining a deeper understanding of a concept. In particular, barriers to understanding TCs have been related to liminality, where the learning process of overcoming troublesome concepts and thus internalizing the understanding, is considered a learning journey rather than an outcome. TCs were originally identified in two founding papers (Meyer and Land, 1993., Meyer and Land, 2006) as a ‘portal’ to a different way of thinking through internalization of concepts, without which the learner finds it difficult to progress (Meyer and Land, 2006). The criteria for Threshold Concepts are that they may be: Transformative (once understood they alter the perception of a subject), Irreversible (unlikely to be unlearned), Integrative (reveal connections in a subject), Bounded (help define a subject), Troublesome (maybe counterintuitive and beyond common sense). They are said to be more than just “key” or “core” concepts (Harlow et al., 2011., Lucas and Mladenovic, 2007., Adams and Clough 2015), and form the starting point for transformative learning (Meyer and Land, 2006). The barriers presented by TCs can be so great, they may cause a learner to fail or give up on a subject altogether and research has highlighted the need to focus on effective methods for teaching them (Machiocha, 2014).

Although not without their critics, (Rowbottom, 2007., O'Donnell, 2010), TCs have been noted as valuable. In particular through identifying gaps in how academic communities understand teaching and pedagogy in practice (Machiocha, 2014). One key impact of Threshold Concepts is its shift away from learning outcomes and its pedagogical emphasis on the learner and their barriers to understanding within the learning journey. This aligns surprisingly well with HCI’s focus on usability. It could be argued, similarly to HCI, it is not simply the end product that is important (learning outcomes) but the interaction journey to that point. Threshold Concepts focus on the learner as HCI focuses upon the user, or in gaming terms the player, or in participatory terms the stakeholder / practitioners and their learning journey. Meyer and Land (Meyer and Land, 2006) argue that designing learning to focus upon the journey can be transformative for the learner. It can then be argued that designing learning systems to focus upon threshold concepts could increase their ability to transform the user. However, we must ensure we are effectively evaluating deep learning, through transforming understanding, rather than purely supporting memorization of facts that are forgotten tomorrow (Adams & Clough, 2015).
Unfortunately, TCs have been poorly related and applied to teaching practices. Tricky Topics are a development of the educational theories underpinning TCs and applied into teaching practice (Adams & Clough, 2015). The Tricky Topic approach has been co-created with teachers and educationalists, in schools, HE and practice-based contexts to identify effective application for this approach (see http://tricky-topics-guide.ac.uk). The process has been broken down into three stages (Identify, Capture and Assess) and a set of terms (stumbling blocks, problem examples, problem distiller) that support the deconstruction of Tricky Topics for practice-based contexts. However, whilst learning design and assessment approaches have developed through the application of Tricky Topics, this has yet to transfer into evaluation approaches.

2.3 Understanding in practice-based serious games

Evaluation is especially important in particular practice-based contexts. In safety-critical domains (e.g. healthcare, emergency services, crisis management), the potential consequences of providing inadequate training could result in significant physical or psychological harm being caused to people in the real-world. However, it is frequently not the accumulation of facts that these systems seek to develop, but effective application of knowledge in practice. Though there are some exceptions (Toups, et al., 2011), the majority of safety-critical games attempt to provide concrete representations of practice due to a desire to provide realistic learning experiences within a ‘safe’ space (Williams-Bell, et al. 2015) and to increase the chances of transferring learning outside of the game (Whitton, 2014). Game elements are usually used to convey different forms of information to players as a way of indicating progress and providing feedback on performance. These feedback mechanisms then provide a very specific understanding of ‘learning points’ within a game which is often at odds with pedagogical approaches to learning. For example, a learning point could be a simplistic piece of information that learners have surface understanding of, memorised to get through the game and then forgotten after the game is completed. Games research has not clarified this through pedagogically evaluating the relationship between feedback mechanisms and progression in deep conceptual learning that transforms the users’ understanding.

For instance, Di Loreto, Mora & Divitini (2012) provide an overview of serious games for crisis management, highlighting the different examples of how games have been used in this context. However, while the literature suggests that factors such as the level of realism, which is usually interpreted as graphical fidelity (e.g. Linssen, et al. 2015, Toups, et al., 2011, Williams-Bell, et al. 2015) and feedback (e.g. Crookall, 2010, Haferkamp, et al, 2011) are important, it is pedagogically unclear how they relate to developing a depth of understanding or how they progress insights into how practitioners can support evaluating effective learning for practice.

There are limited examples of games for police training. One is a 3D traffic accident training scenario (Binsubaih, et al., 2006) created for the Dubai Police force. While they did find significant learning effects between those who used the game and the control group (who did not play the game) via the use of pre and post-tests, the depth of police officers’ conceptual understanding was very limited in its deconstruction. Researchers led the evaluation by focusing on ‘presence as related to learning’ by adapting an existing questionnaire (Slater, 1999) measuring subjective ‘being there’ experiences. (p.340; Binsubaih, et al. 2006). However, beyond comparing novices with experts, it is unclear why this measure was chosen and its relevance to the police. This research also did not compare the game with other training methods making it hard to establish specific game-based learning value for the police.

Linssen et al. (2015), present another example, of Loiter (LOitering Teenagers, an Emergent Role-play) a game that focused on training Dutch police officers in the interpersonal skills required for street interventions. The game supported learning social interaction skills (including verbal responses and physical stance). The game provided feedback to players in the form of “thought bubbles” (that represent how game characters are reacting to the player) and flashbacks relating to previous actions. Whilst these were creative measures, the pedagogical underpinning for them is not clear with the evaluation identifying that they did not lead to improvement in learning measures. The evaluation measures (rating learning experiences on a likert scale) were researcher-led (not co-created) and poorly linked to conceptual understanding for the police.

These studies indicate that a games learning evaluation and its co-creation is often not given a significant amount of attention in the context of practice-based serious games. Questions remain about how to evaluate learning for serious games and what role practitioners can play in developing these evaluations. In order to further explore these issues, we present a co-created learning evaluation of a serious game for training new UK police officers in taking an initial account from a child witness.

3. Evaluation trial background

The Child Interview Simulator (CIS) was co-developed with the police as a serious game to support the training of UK police recruits in collecting initial witness accounts from children. In addition to conceptual understanding, the trainees developed a confidence for interacting with
children, which previously was only refined through experience. The CIS provides an interactive scenario where one takes on the role of an officer that needs to interview a nine-year-old boy, who allegedly witnessed a woman being attacked on his way home from school. The first episode requires the trainee to take an ‘initial response’ account from the child at their home whilst the second episode requires the trainee to conduct a full ABE (Achieving Best Evidence) interview for the purposes of gathering evidence.

Figure 1 illustrates a screenshot from the final game displaying the following interface elements: two parallel horizontal bars representing the Tricky Topic rapport bar (indicated by a green feedback bar that moves up or down depending on the players’ interactions with the child and parent) and several procedural and exploratory icons (ABE form, Notepad). When entering conversation mode, a menu partially covers the scene, enabling players to ask questions about various topics via text-based multiple-choice options. Within the scene, various interactive objects are highlighted with a white border, inviting players to observe these by clicking on them and thus unlocking further dialogue options in conversation mode.

![Figure 1. Screenshot of the kitchen scene (episode one)](image)

Police training is traditionally based on experiential knowledge (HMIC 2015, HMCP/HMIC 2014). In this project we extended this to include gaming and pedagogical literature and processes.

Co-design approaches were included within the game’s development and the learning evaluation. Designing and evaluating effective deeper learning is critical since the game must lead to embedded understanding for the police, and ultimately support them in life and death decision making. To achieve effective real-world understanding the research and design team had to work closely with the police to develop a game and evaluation criterion that supported and assessed the learners in developing both tacit and procedural knowledge. Within police force practice, procedural knowledge, is closely connected to police procedures (e.g. note taking), whilst tacit is closely connected to implicit understanding of a situation (e.g. responding to body language).

A co-design process developed a story structure, which consisted of two distinct episodes (see Figure 2). While further details of this design process can be found in Margoudi et al (2016), the co-design involved a multidisciplinary team of experts in; child interviewing, police trainers, experienced police officers, game developers and academic researchers. An agile development approach was adopted, with iterative versions of the game that used storyboards, interactive mock-ups and subsequent software prototypes until the final version was produced. Evaluation approaches began early in this process where they were designed according to ‘problems’ (linked to Tricky Topics) that police learners encountered in nationally standardised face-to-face training sessions (benchmarked by the Ofqual qualifications credit framework and aligned to College of Policing standards for interviews and initial incident response), which served as an effective reference condition. The co-design process not only shaped the design but was also found to support co-evaluation approaches (i.e. the Tricky Topic process). For example, whilst initial research questions were established to fulfil funding obligations, a second complimentary set of research questions were established that fulfilled practitioners’ needs e.g. rapport building.

![Figure 2. Story structure overview](image)
approach to co-creating an evaluation for the final version of CIS.

3.1 Tricky Topic process

The stages in the Tricky Topic process are outlined in detail on: http://tricky-topics-guide.ac.uk and within a free badged open course (Adams et al. 2018). The Tricky Topic process can be used to help design learning points and facilitate outcomes that are learner centred. As such, they would be developed in parallel to any participatory or agile learning design process. They can also be used to support the development of co-created evaluations of learning. In the case of the current study, they were used only to develop the knowledge-based tests.

There are three main stages in the Tricky Topic process (see http://tricky-topics-guide.ac.uk, Adams et al. 2018); identify, capture and assess. The key target of Tricky Topics is to focus on barriers to learning i.e. ‘problem examples’ rather than learning outcomes. Within the initial ‘identify’ stage of the process there are three main concepts that need to be identified in conjunction with practitioners:

1) Tricky Topics: Specific topics containing challenging concepts that learners find difficult to grasp, and teachers and trainers find difficult to teach.

2) Stumbling Blocks: Identifiable and assessable component parts of a Tricky Topic that are common to a variety of learners’ problems. You would expect to find at least 3 or 4 key Stumbling Blocks in a Tricky Topic but there may be as many as 6. This number is based upon evaluated practice-based application and psychological memory retention literature which suggests 4 (+ or -) 2.

3) Problem Examples: Examples of the problems that learners have, which display their misunderstanding of the Tricky Topic and are symptoms of one or more Stumbling Blocks within that Tricky Topic.

A mind mapping exercise that moves on to a more structured mapping exercise helps to deconstruct the Tricky Topics and their related stumbling blocks and problem examples (see http://tricky-topics-guide.ac.uk and Adams et al. 2018). Once the Tricky Topic concepts are identified with practitioners, they are mapped together into a one-to-many relationship and then classified by the ‘problem distiller’. This is a classification table (theoretically underpinned from pedagogical literature; see Adams & Clough, 2015) which supports identifying why learners have specific problems in Tricky Topics.

Tricky Topic concepts can be ‘captured’ through an online Tricky Topic Tool (TTT). This tool was previously co-created with teachers, subject matter and educational experts to facilitate developing appropriate evaluation questions (Adams & Clough, 2015). An important part of the TTT is the construction of quizzes, pedagogically underpinned throughout to deconstruct and determine the effective acquisition of knowledge by an individual, in what is termed ‘deep learning’. This process turns quizzes into an effective tool for assessing deep learning. There are further questions that need to be researched into how well they identify long-term transformative learning, but this is not the focus of the current paper.

4. Evaluation method

Whilst there is procedural guidance for taking a first account from a child (based on evidence-based practice), there is no direct specific training provided. In addition, evaluations of the training that exist only broadly relate to police practice e.g. training in taking accounts from vulnerable witnesses. These limitations were reported nationally as an ‘area of concern’ (HMIC. 2015), that identified the need for all police officers to improve their ability to listen and communicate with children, especially when taking an ‘initial response’ witness account when first arriving on a scene. The report (HMIC. 2015) went on to highlight the current reliance on simplistic online training that was deemed ‘ineffective’, as it ‘does not provide any opportunity for reflection’ (p.67, HMIC. 2015). Further insights for the evaluation of this project were provided by internal police reports, such as, the ‘Achieving Best Practice’ (ABP) guidelines, which provided procedural direction on safeguarding the welfare of children whilst collecting high quality evidence (Binsubaih, et al. 2006., Blandford, 2013, HMIC. 2015, HMCP/1HMIC. 2014).

It is important to note that the main aim of the study was to evaluate the CIS intervention (i.e. games-based learning for policing), but in order to do so, a novel co-created method was developed, which became an additional contribution (i.e. the value of Tricky Topics as a co-created evaluation method for game-based learning in a practice contexts). There were two levels to the evaluation taken in this project. The first was a traditional researcher-led (not co-created) approach to games evaluation, which focused purely on previous games research techniques such as:

- Learner attitudes towards game-based learning (see Appendix 3)
- Learner engagement when interacting with the game e.g. through a short version of the Game Experience Questionnaire (see Hart et al. 2017)
However, for the second level of evaluation, the participatory approach involved co-created evaluation methods focused on practice-based learning. Through working with police trainers, the College of Policing, police officers and interviewing research experts, the co-created evaluation process produced collaborative research questions that there were both generic and specific:

- **Generic:** How effective, compared to existing face-to-face training, is game-based learning for training new police recruits in taking initial accounts from children?
- **Specific:** How does game-based learning support new police recruits’ conceptual understanding when interacting with a child (i.e. when taking an initial account), in relation to the specific Tricky Topics of “rapport” and “interview techniques” (see figures 4 and 5). These topics emerged from applying the Tricky Topic process (described below).

As a comparison to CIS, the existing face-to-face training (benchmarked by Ofqual & the College of Policing) provided the following list of current UK police face-to-face training:

- Provide an initial response to incidents
- Conduct Priority and Volume Investigations
- Interview Victims and Witnesses

These were verified by trainers and the College of Policing to match the game learning points, providing effective face-to-face reference conditions.

To address both the researcher-led (i.e. not co-created) and co-created ‘generic’ and ‘specific’ research questions, a mixed methods approach was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the game-based learning system. This combined a Randomised Control Trial (RCT) that used a mixture of existing game evaluation questionnaires along with a co-created Tricky Topic knowledge-based quiz (see Appendix 1 & 2). Researcher-led evaluation questionnaires consisted of Player Experience (PX) and User Experience (UX) questionnaires (see Hart et al. 2017) that captured player engagement and the overall user experience of interacting with the game-based tool. Learners’ attitudes towards different types of training were also captured through researcher-created questionnaires.

Finally, researcher-led focus groups and in-depth interview pro formas elicited further feedback from participants about their learning experiences. The findings relating to engagement are presented in Hart, et al. (2017), in this paper we focus on the role of co-created learning evaluations. The co-created and researcher-led questions produced learning evaluation data through a triangulated understanding gained from combining quantitative with qualitative data. The distinction of co-creation was implemented to increase research rigor and was not designed as a variable to study in itself.

### 4.1 Application of the Tricky Topic process

Through the participatory process, several barriers to police understanding were identified. As part of co-creating the evaluation, further consultation with the police trainers, experienced police officers, expert child interviewers and a review of practice and research literature, led to the development of two Tricky Topics (Rapport and Interview Technique—see Figures 4 and 5). Tricky Topic concepts were then ‘captured’ through the Tricky Topic Tool (as described in Section 3.1).

The pedagogical design underpinning the tool imposed a minimum of three stumbling blocks per Tricky Topic. In a similar manner, a maximum of six stumbling blocks was imposed as a constraint. When dealing with the various stumbling blocks, the Tricky Topic Tool supports the development of a well-formed quiz that ensures all the stumbling blocks are covered with at least three questions. Finally, when collating the results from the quizzes, the tool facilitates intuitive spider graph visualisations of student answers that relate to the different stumbling blocks (see example in Figure 3). The real power of the visualization emerges when cross-referencing results amongst peers, and between a single individual and the aggregate analysis of the entire learner cohort. A police expert provided input throughout the process of developing the Tricky Topic quiz. The evaluation measures are further described below.

![Figure 3. Rapport and Interview Technique Tricky Topics](image)

### 4.2 Participants

Data was collected from a total of 116 participants from the target population. These were new recruit police
Each TT was split into either three or four stumbling blocks each, so for Rapport (Attention, Empathy, Respect and Informed Consent), and Interview Technique (Question Procedure, Limited Questioning and Biased Questioning, see Figures 4 and 5).

A total of 17 questions (see Appendix 2) were constructed focusing on 7 stumbling blocks that were specifically identified by the police as important for evaluation (a further 12 reviewed the stumbling blocks as part of a scenario). An important part of these quizzes that helped to unpick the depth of understanding was the linkage of the questions to stumbling blocks, which in turn were linked to problem examples that the police had identified as barriers to retaining this knowledge. One problem example could relate to several stumbling blocks and so a single question could link several stumbling blocks.

Figure 4. ‘Interview Technique’ Tricky Topic

Figure 5. ‘Rapport’ Tricky Topic

For instance, the problem example of, ‘asking too many questions and exhausting the child’ was reflected by the game’s design, where the child will respond negatively if the player asks too many questions. This learning point is linked to two stumbling blocks within the Rapport TT: ‘attention’ and ‘empathy’. A single question (see below) was created to test the players understanding.
of this learning point, connected to two stumbling blocks, thus making a more difficult question and uncovering more depth of understanding than if there had just a separate question for each stumbling block.

Question: When collecting the initial account from a child witness, do you: (Correct answer is C).

A: Repeat every question back to the child to ensure they have answered it correctly.
B: Make sure you fully cover every detail required for an accurate account to be drawn.
C: Try to ask only a limited number of questions that cover the key points.
D: If the child starts to look tired, offer them a drink and continue the questioning.

These difficult questions for multiple stumbling blocks, more accurately reflect practice knowledge, which is often complex.

4.5 Analysis methods

A three-stage quantitative analysis was conducted on the TT quizzes to assess learning. The first stage involved the combined data from across the three police forces to identify overall findings: in the second the data was split across the three police forces to identify any specific trends within and between police forces. Lastly, the data was split into the separate stumbling blocks across the police forces to identify specific areas of learning progression after interacting with the game. This further identified how the game facilitated learning progression e.g. regarding aspects of attention or biased questioning.

An in-depth analysis was conducted on the qualitative interview data with a focus on engagement (Hart, et al. 2017). This paper includes a further analysis in relation to triangulating and verifying the Tricky Topics of Rapport and Interview Technique. The qualitative analysis coding was guided by the frequency and fundamentality approach (Adams, et al. 2008) with an emphasis on those concepts that occurred frequently or those that were deemed in the police context as of fundamental importance. This approach followed quality guidelines for research (Henwood and Pidgeon, 1992).

5. Findings

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare students TT quiz scores gained from Interview Training (Pre & Post), with Games Training (Pre & Post). For the police, the term ‘game’ was controversial (as it implied triviality) and so ‘simulation’ was used instead, although the system contains both game and simulation elements. Two significant differences were identified from this analysis. There was a significant improvement ($p < .001, M=9.2$ to $M=10.5$) in understanding following the games training of the Tricky Topics with a moderate effect size (Cohen’s $d=0.5$). This was in comparison to the face-to-face training which had a significant decrease ($p < .05, M=9.9$ to $M=9.3$) in understanding, with a small effect size (Cohen’s $d=0.2$). These results are unlikely to be due to practice effects as the game was counter balanced with the face-to-face training condition, i.e., AB / BA split testing for game then f2f and then f2f then games. Variations in particular police forces, although evident, where minimised through conducting the trials across three police forces.

A significant difference was also found between Pre-Training (Wilks’ Lambda = .93, $F(1,115) = 8.7, p < .01, \eta^2 = .07$), Post-Training (Wilks’ Lambda = .96, $F(1,115) = 4.8, p < .05, \eta^2 = .04$), and Interaction (Wilks’ Lambda=.84, $F(1,115)=16.5, p < .001, \eta^2=.13$). Post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni tests indicate that the mean score for Pre-game ($M=9.2$) was significantly lower than Pre-Interview ($M=9.9$), yet the direction changed for Post-game ($M=10.5$) with Post-Interview ($9.3$), both showing moderate effects (partial eta squared - $\eta^2=.04$).

The significant interaction effect can be clearly seen in Figure 6, clearly indicating that the games training increased (Pre-Post Training), compared to the Interview training that decreased (Pre-Post Training).

![Figure 6. Pre/post F2F and games (simulation) training](image)

5.1 Stumbling block analysis

To gain an understanding of the reasons for the conceptual changes seen in the general findings, further analysis was conducted to deconstruct the data according to the 7 stumbling blocks (directly linked and balanced with the stumbling blocks in the quiz questions) across all the data.
T-tests on the pre-post quiz questions for each stumbling block were analyzed for games and face-to-face training. The results were used to identify exactly where the statistical differences in understanding were for the game and for face-to-face training. This then helped to identify what areas of conceptual understanding the game or the face-to-face training were supporting or not supporting.

Four of the seven stumbling blocks showed a statistically significant improvement in understanding but only for the game-based training. One of the stumbling blocks showed a statistically significant decrease in understanding for the face-to-face training (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stumbling Blocks</th>
<th>Pre M</th>
<th>Post M</th>
<th>t-test</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(G) Empathy</td>
<td>M= 3.1</td>
<td>M=3.7</td>
<td>5.2***</td>
<td>Mod 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G) Attention</td>
<td>M= 2.0</td>
<td>M= 2.5</td>
<td>6.0***</td>
<td>Mod 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G) Informed Consent</td>
<td>M= 1.9</td>
<td>M= 2.4</td>
<td>4.7***</td>
<td>Large 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G) Question Procedure</td>
<td>M= 2.2</td>
<td>M= 2.5</td>
<td>3.2**</td>
<td>Small 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F2F) Respect</td>
<td>M= 1.7</td>
<td>M= 1.5</td>
<td>2.5*</td>
<td>Small 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05. (G)=Game, (F2F)=Face-to-Face

**Table 1. Stumbling block Quiz breakdown**

The analysis was conducted across three different police forces that employed variations within their delivery and content of their face-to-face training programmes.

5.2 Qualitative findings

The conceptual understanding resulting from the game compared to the face-to-face training were triangulated with the qualitative data. A key point the quantitative data identified for the Tricky Topic rapport was around the stumbling block of empathy with the child. For example, one problem example focused on issues that the police had in asking too many questions and exhausting the child. The qualitative data verified this issue as police learners seemed to value how realistic narratives and character responses could transfer into real-life activities:

“I liked you could ask too many questions … they [the child] just get a bit bored of you… it’s like realistic in that sense” [P9, G5]

The interview data also verified the specific stumbling block of gaining the child’s attention, in particular through establishing a relationship with the child and controlling interferences. The police learners noted in their own words how this was tacit knowledge that the game helped them to focus upon:

“Gaining your rapport. It’s common sense, if you think about it but you don’t always think about it.” [P2, F7]

In addition, game mechanics, such as the feedback mechanisms like the rapport bar, increased player interest and learning motivation for the Rapport Tricky Topics:

“You were conscious of that green bar, so it kept you alert the whole time” [P10, F7]

The qualitative data also expanded on perceptions of rapport, focusing on the problem examples of establishing common ground with the parent (overcoming the stumbling block of informed consent) and with the child (overcoming the stumbling block of respect from the child). They noted the value of realistic interaction through the gameplay that triangulated with overcoming these stumbling blocks.

For example, the placing of interactive objects within the gameplay environment was intended to inspire realistic curiosity for trainee police officers and provide prompts for discussion with the characters. This relates well to the Tricky Topics of establishing common ground with the child and with the parent in real-life:

“Having a look around the room… that’s what you do when you normally go into a room… you look around” [P7, F2]

The quiz also identified that the face-to-face training decreased an understanding of respect, and how it is supposed to emerge through establishing common ground with the child. When triangulating respect through the qualitative data, there was particular emphasis on this as a focus of effective learning in the game. Part of the reason for this emphasis, could be how (in contrast to face-to-face training) the game presented interactive objects that inspired the players to see themselves as investigative police officers looking for ‘clues’ within the environment that could help them establish common ground.

“Clues in like the trophies, football, you could click on it and it tells [you/trainees] what they’re interested in…” [P6, F2]

The qualitative data also triangulated with the Tricky Topic of interview techniques, which has stumbling blocks of biased and leading questions as well as needing to give the child time to respond. The police learners verified this Tricky Topic through reflecting on how they would apply specific learning points in future situations:

---

1 Quotes are anonymously related to participants via a number e.g. P10 and to the focus group they participated in e.g F5
“I was thinking as I was going through, if I was to speak to a child now, I would change my type of questioning” [P8, F5]

In particular, the findings identified how the learners understanding of the Tricky Topics helped them to develop deeper understanding for future application; as one trainee explains:

“You learn to play the game, and you also develop a sort of skill base you can take to reality [P8, F3]

6. Discussion

The project’s participatory approach helped to support co-created evaluations from early on in the project. The approach made it easier to identify the Tricky Topics and develop the conceptual understanding quizzes. The project methods sought to increase research rigour by triangulating different methods and data sources, both co-created and researcher-led (i.e. not co-created). Within this approach, a range of information was gathered from procedural guidance and findings from empirical studies to personal experiences and practice-based interpretive reports. The breadth of resources and knowledge exchange made the development of effective practice-based evaluations with Tricky Topic research questions possible.

As can be highlighted from the findings, it was the co-created quiz questions around conceptual understanding that produced the key insights that could be used for wider impact. For example, a report on the findings from this research project has been produced and circulated to the police. This report has received positive responses from senior representatives in the police forces and has since been showcased to the UK College of Policing. Upon receiving the conceptual understanding results several UK police forces and the College have expressed a desire to acquire the game for their internal training. The game has now been turned into a commercial product for use by the police.

6.1 Tricky Topic evaluation approach

The co-created Tricky Topic quiz helped identify a more in-depth understanding of how learning progression resulted from game-play. A statistically significant finding was identified with moderate effect sizes for game-based learning, indicating that the Child Interview Simulator led to increased understanding when compared to face-to-face training. In fact, the face-to-face training produced a decrease in understanding, though this was not statistically significant at the broader level. However, one of the strengths of the co-created Tricky Topic evaluation is that it allowed a further breakdown of learning concepts for a more in-depth analysis. Once broken down into stumbling blocks, it appeared that this decreased understanding was related to the concept of ‘respect’ in face-to-face training. A possible explanation for this effect may relate to the lack of specificity in the current face-to-face training which currently only refers to ‘vulnerable witnesses’, where recruits may then grow confused when having to deal with the specific issues of interviewing a child. However, it must be highlighted that the current IPLDP training has, until this research, been considered by the national Ofquals Qualification Credit Framework as adequately providing skills development for first response child witness interviewing. Our findings have therefore had a major impact on changing the current training since it was previously assumed that generic training was effective at meeting specific needs and not potentially detrimental, as identified here. The tricky topic evaluation also allowed for a deeper analysis of the statistically significant increase in understanding via game-based learning. The stumbling block analysis also identified that the game particularly helped improve tacit understanding.

Through triangulating the Tricky Topic findings with the qualitative findings, we are able to provide not only a deeper understanding of the learner but also the statistical importance of those comments. Through relating qualitative themes to stumbling blocks (e.g. empathy and attention) we identified the design implications for factors that influenced the tacit and procedural learning. The qualitative data also helped to unpack how the game supported the development of deeper understanding concerning the connected stumbling blocks. This in turn illustrated how the game has the potential to feed into ongoing practice. For example, ‘feedback’ is seen as an important way to support learning in games (Haferkamp, et al. 2011), where the Tricky Topic findings gave more detail to exactly how they supported learning. While the rapport bar is obviously not something that exists outside of the game, it was able to provide relevant real-time feedback on player actions that they could use to progress.

It might be obvious that a rapport bar impacts on understanding, but the Tricky Topic approach provides more detailed evidence of this relationship and illustrates how the approach can be used to evaluate learning technologies.

It could also be argued that the stumbling block findings, triangulated with the qualitative analysis, indicate how the narrative helped narrow the gap between the trainee recruits virtual and real-world identities. Players were able to adapt what Gee (2004) refers to as a ‘projective identity’, where they could reflect on their own learning. Games have been found to support different levels of reflection (Mekler et al. 2018) but our findings
suggest that one mechanism for doing so relates to the relevance of the learning point, rather than providing an environment that is completely realistic. The qualitative findings triangulated and verified the Tricky Topic quiz results to highlight what relevant learning can result (e.g. in relation to rapport). However, it is important to note how these issues were identified (i.e. through co-created knowledge tests) and the need to experimentally review and compare co-created and researcher-led variables. While the potential to operationalise and control variables in a practice-based setting is very limited, it could be valuable to experimentally review these variables, without the added complexity of comparing a game to face-to-face delivery.

The learning within the game was clearly mapped by the co-created Tricky Topic evaluation providing a link to design features and game mechanics (such as feedback mechanisms and learning objects). The Tricky Topic approach also provided guidance for learning challenges in the game e.g. don’t tire out the child with questions. Challenge is generally seen as important for facilitating learning, where, for example, Iacovides et al. (2015) illustrate the ways in which breakdowns provide opportunities for players to develop deeper understanding. Triangulation of the data (i.e. the comparison between the Tricky Topic quizzes and the qualitative findings) identified that the game not only challenged players, but that the challenge led to a more rewarding learning experience. The qualitative data has also indicated the potential for longer term benefits where the police have learned not only how to improve their performance in the game, but in real-world settings. Further Tricky Topic and qualitative evaluations with the police are required to identify how this benefit impacts upon day-to-day practices.

From triangulating the quantitative and qualitative it appears that learning resulted from the merging of both procedural tasks and tacit in-game feedback-mechanisms (e.g., active objects, rapport bar), which were interwoven with decision-making within the storyline (e.g. selecting interview techniques, paying attention to information). In relation to evaluating a game for impact, we argue it is particularly important to ensure co-creation of evaluation measures. Within this project multiple evaluation metrics were used. However, it was the co-created Tricky Topic measures of ‘rapport’ and ‘interview technique’ that were verified by the qualitative data as having significance for practice outcomes and further informing future training processes. The approach also shows how co-created evaluations might be applied to other learning technologies or even other types of evaluations outside of education.

6.2 Co-Creating evaluations

Grand, et al. (2015) highlight that whilst two-way engagement is often described in research, the level of genuine reciprocity across the research process is debatable (e.g. see Iacovides et al. 2019 for a discussion). Part of the reason for this could be due to misconceptions around the terminology used within participatory research. Cornwall and Jewkes (1995) propose that there have been some discrepancies in how the term is applied. For example, different notions of participatory, participation and participant emphasize tensions in power structures and drivers between domains and processes thus changing the level of equity. It could be argued that the challenge is not participation per se but in supporting genuine equity throughout the research process. Whilst this is not appropriate for all forms of research, this paper argues that for a practice-based HCI research project, equity should be the focus for methodologies throughout the research cycle. However, defining co-creation methods in practice is very different to laboratory-based co-creation, where variables can be more effectively controlled. Variations in practice contexts, such as norms and biases, can confound results. Nevertheless, equity between researcher and practitioner in a practice context has been the premise behind the development of the Tricky Topic process. The practice context was particularly helpful in identifying the trainers’ (and national benchmarking standards) inaccurate assumptions about the value of current face-to-face training providing adequate knowledge development for child witness interviewing.

Many within participatory research have focused on only ‘participation’ as requiring equity between different participants (Haferkamp, et al. 2011., Machiocha, 2014., Khaled and Vasalou, 2014). As noted earlier we have seen this impacting strongly on participatory design (Meyer and Land, 2006., Carroll, 1996., Muller and Kuhn, 1993., Hall, et al. 1982) as well as in games research, and is starting to impact upon evaluations for games (Costabile, 2008., Dountchev, 2014). However, participation is still not feeding into the fundamentals of the research, such as the design of evaluations where control tends to remain with researchers and academics. It could be argued that limited co-created evaluations seen in the games-based learning literature reviewed are due to poor support for implementing co-creation in evaluations. There is also a limited number of papers that review evaluation approaches especially through experimentally comparing different methods. Whilst experimental laboratory work may provide valuable insights, there may be additional differences when an evaluation approach is applied within practice contexts. Within HCI, as has been noted, there has been a tradition of participatory design in practice contexts that has framed an equitable
collaboration between researchers and practitioners. It seems at odds then that this has not transferred more effectively into evaluation procedures.

6.3 Wider HCI implications

Within HCI the balance between theory and practice, compared to research and implementation is an evident issue. HCI has never sat in an Ivory tower isolated from practice, through in design and in particular participatory design there has been a close connection between theory and practice. Co-creation in evaluation approaches have been slower to change, with ethnographic and qualitative methods assumed to be making the largest impact on participatory evaluation in HCI (Adams & Clough, 2015).

With the Tricky Topic approach in this paper we take a co-created, practice-based approach applied to a mixed method procedure using a Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT) evaluation triangulated with qualitative data. It must be recognised that within the use of a Tricky Topic evaluation approach there is the potential to increase practice relevance for evaluation methods, regardless of their epistemological underpinnings.

With respect to the HCI literature on game-related evaluations, we were unable to find many examples of co-created approaches. While a variety of methods have been employed to assess learning in games, such as game analytics and in-game assessments (e.g. Culbertson, 2016) and the use of pre and post-tests (e.g. Chen and Chen, 2013), it is not always clear how an evaluation was developed. For instance, Dunwell, et al. (2011) present the evaluation of ‘Everand’ (a game that teaches about road safety) which included surveys, game logs and interviews. However, little information is provided about who was involved in the design of the methods and it seems implied that the research team was responsible for making most decisions about what to focus the evaluation on. This highlights that for game-based learning research in particular that there is a real potential to advance co-created evaluations.

7. Conclusion

This article presents the Tricky Topic approach as way to support co-created evaluations with stakeholders in a practice-based context. The Tricky Topic approach led to a co-created evaluation method that was applied along with the researcher-led (i.e. not co-created) evaluation methods to evaluate a game-based learning system for training police officers in child interviewing. While the main aim of the study was to evaluate CIS, the insights uncovered would not have been identified without the method we developed. The particular effectiveness of the Tricky Topic approach was identified when triangulating findings with researcher-led evaluation approaches. The approach allowed for a tailored evaluation that not only identified a statistically significant increase in police understanding but also allowed for a detailed breakdown of how the system supported this understanding. This breakdown is also of scientific interest since the process identified how tacit knowledge in particular was supported by the game, in a way that the existing face-to-face training did not.

As an additional outcome from this research we identified that the researcher-led (i.e. not co-created) evaluation methods did not on their own provide an effective level of clarity around the gaming intervention. However, as already noted, the comparison between co-created and researcher-led methods needs to be more specifically and experimentally evaluated in future research using extended timeframes and resources. Ultimately then, this project has identified the advantage that HCI has over others disciplines as co-created design provides a natural move into co-created evaluation through extending current approaches. It has been argued that when co-creating game design, we provide a more effective solution for practice needs and for our customers. Similarly, when co-creating an evaluation method, we can provide a more effective evaluation for practice needs and our customers. This is not to say that the objectivity and rigor of research evaluation and laboratory-based approaches is devalued. Just as the creativity and expertise in design is not devalued by co-created design. If anything, the value for these skills increases as those who participate and co-create increase their understanding of the depth of expertise required within HCI. What has changed is researchers’ understanding and value of practice, and practitioners’ expertise, regardless of the field.
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